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EGP Activity Report 2015 

 
 
 
Introduction  
 
 
In memoriam EGP Committee member Steve Emmott (September 2015). 
 
2015 has been a very difficult and complex year. Over the past twelve months more events of 
great importance have occurred that determine the future of the EU.  
 
Europe has had to face new challenges: economic crisis, Greek debt sovereign crisis, the 
humanitarian refugee crisis, and the security crisis. Unfortunately, none of these crises has 
strengthened the cohesion of the Union. 
 
The insistence on the failed austerity policies has been an error. They have not boosted the 
economy, but have made our societies more unequal. 
  
The threat to expel Greece from the Euro zone, forced Alexis Tsipras’ government to back 
down, but the price paid was extremely high in terms of confidence and cohesion across Europe.  
 
Throughout 2015, the global economy has been slowing down which, unless the necessary 
reforms are made, warns of a possible return to recession, which would further weaken recovery.   
    
Europe is suffering from a triple security crisis: firstly, Russian expansionism as in the Ukraine with 
the annexation of Crimea. Minsk II agreements have only partly succeeded in stabilising the 
situation. Secondly, the instability in North Africa and in the Middle East and, thirdly, the threat of 
jihadist terrorism. 
    
On January 7, the Charlie Hebdo attacks in Paris took place. Throughout the year jihadist attacks 
have been carried out in different areas of the world - Copenhagen, Istanbul, Tunis, Ankara, 
Beirut, Baghdad and again in Paris in November. The EU has become a target of jihadist terrorism, 
while no progress in the necessary coordination of intelligence services and police has been made 
either in individual Member States or at the European level.  
    
The instability in North Africa and the Middle East, and especially the war in Syria, have caused a 
wave of refugees to flee towards the EU. The European response to this humanitarian crisis has 
been more than disappointing. Unfortunately, the collision of refugees and security concerns are 
encouraging the emergence of xenophobic and racist political parties and movements that recall 
the darkest moments of our recent history. 
 
In 2015, we commemorated the end of World War II and the liberation of the death camps, such 
as Auschwitz. In 2015, we regret the strengthening of the extreme right in many of our countries, 
and the democratic regression of some governments of EU members such as Hungary and Poland. 
 
Throughout this year there have also been moments that invite hope. They include the 
resumption of diplomatic relations between the US and Cuba, agreements with Iran over its 
nuclear program and, an event particularly special for us Greens, the agreements reached at the 
UN Climate Summit in Paris that, although insufficient, represent a step forward in the fight 
against one of the major threats to humanity: climate change. 
 
The reality is that Europe neither meets its challenges, nor leads forward to change. We are facing 
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a locked Union unable to cope with the solution of its problems and implement the necessary 
reforms. The EU is undergoing a dangerous process of national withdrawal, which could end up 
aborting the European project. 
 
The EGP throughout 2015 has been warning of these problems and proposing necessary 
alternatives, mainly through the outgoing Committee, who strongly committed to making the 
Green voice of hope loud.  
 
 

Political Activity  
 

1. Council and Committee Meetings  
 
Committee Meetings 
 
The Committee organised its 22nd and 23rd Councils on 11-13 May and 13-15 November 2015. 
In between these Councils, nine face-to-face meetings Committee meetings were organised to 
manage the party, execute priorities and prepare the Councils. The Committee meetings took 
place on the following dates:  
 

• 30-31 January, Brussels 
• 27-28 February, Venice, Italy 
• 27-28 March, Brussels 
• 10 May, Zagreb, Croatia 
• 3 July, Brussels 
• 4-5 September, Brussels 
• 9-10 October, Brussels 
• 12 November, Lyon, France 
• 11-13 December, Brussels 
 

The agenda and the minutes of each meeting are posted on the internal delegates’ platform.  
 
Council Meetings 
 
As is normal, the EGP held two Councils in 2015. They took place in: 
 

• Spring Council: 11-12 May 2015, Zagreb, Croatia 
• Autumn Council: 13 – 15 November 2015, Lyon, France  

 

 
The Spring 2015 Council – Zagreb, Croatia  

“Transform. Invest. Create Green Jobs.” was our 22nd EGP Council motto. We very much 
focused on how to turn away from the socially-deaf and environmentally-blind austerity measures 
we have seen for too long and pave a new pathway for Europe, with sustainable development that 
creates new jobs and revives economies at its core.  
 
The Council was co-hosted by our Croatian partner ORaH. The Green Group in the European 
Parliament, the Green European Foundation, and the Federation of Young European Greens, all of 
which made use of the opportunity to organise meetings alongside the EGP Council meeting. 
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The Autumn 2015 Council took place in Lyon, France.  
 
The 23rd EGP Council took place against the backdrop of a very specific context that was not 
under our control. On Friday 13th November severe terrorist attacks took place in Paris. This fact 
had a huge impact on our local partner Europe Écologie-Les Verts, to our council participants, and 
all of us. We had to face a new situation that urged us to take important decisions, changing the 
regular procedure of the Council. Taking this into account, we had a good Council, with good 
participation and excellent political and organizational management. 
 
This 23rd Lyon Council will always be associated with the pain of the victims and their families. But 
also to the expression of solidarity of the European Green family with the people of France and 
with our member party EELV.  
 
Despite everything, the Council adopted important resolutions: among others condemning the 
Armenian Genocide, fighting climate change, and a resolution on migration. The political priorities 
for 2016 were also adopted. Finally, a new Committee to be leading the daily work of the EGP for 
the next four years was also chosen.  
 

Outgoing Committee 2015-2019 Committee members 

Reinhard Bütikofer, Co-Chair (Germany) Reinhard Bütikofer, Co-Chair (Germany) 

Monica Frassoni, Co-Chair (Italy) Monica Frassoni, Co-Chair (Italy) 

Mar Garcia, Sec General (2014-2015) (Spain) Mar Garcia, Secretary General (Spain) 

Lena Lindström, Treasurer (Sweden) Lena Linds tröm, Treasurer (Sweden) 

Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield (France) Gwendoline Delbos-Corfield (France) 

Steve Emmott (UK) (✝)	 Evelyne Huytebroeck (Belgium) 

Panu Laturi (Finland) Michel Reimon (Austria) 

Saraswati Matthieu (Belgium) Oras Tynkkynen (Finland) 

Maria Peteinaki (Greece) Péter Ungár (Hungary) 

 
 

2. Political Priorities 2015 
 
Working Groups were established and existing networks (Local Councillors, Gender) invited to 
play a major role in developing activities and political programs on the EGP priorities. 
 
 
Balkan network: in 2015 the Balkan network held two annual meetings during EGP 
Councils in Zagreb (May) and Lyon (November). These meetings were devoted to updates from 
member parties and partners and updates from the Green Group in the European Parliament 
focusing on topics important to the Balkan region. In Zagreb we also discussed the basics of 
energy policies that Green parties are promoting. Unfortunately, the Lyon meeting was cut short 
due to the unfortunate events in Paris. During this meeting a new Network Coordinator was 
elected. In July 2015, the Balkan network organised its first summer camp, hosted by the 
Greek Green party and supported by the Green European Foundation. The camp gathered 
representatives of Balkan parties and was devoted to the issue of gold mining as one of the biggest 
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environmental threats in Greece, but also in Bulgaria, Romania and Albania. In December, the EGP 
hosted the new coordinators of the Balkan network, holding consultative meetings and 
strengthening communication among the Network Coordinators and the EGP Committee and 
Secretariat. Finally, during 2015 the Balkan Network produced two issues of its newsletter, 
devoted to the issues of migration and climate.  
 
Gender network: in 2015 the Gender network organised two meetings, following the EGP 
Councils in Zagreb and Lyon.  At both meetings we were introduced to the work of the local 
women sections of the hosting Member Parties (ORaH - Croatia, EELV - Lyon). Next to that, we 
discussed topics including the Maternity/Paternity Leave Directive that was debated in European 
institutions, Gender and Climate (in connection to the upcoming Paris summit/COP21). Parallel to 
that, members of the Gender network email list started an online debate on mechanisms that 
support gender equality within parties and this resulted in a project proposal, approved for 2016.  
 
LGBT Network: this network was revived in Lyon, at the 23rd EGP Council. The meeting 
gathered 12 participants, interested in strengthening cooperation among European Queer Greens, 
where we produced a draft development strategy. The EGP secretariat invested efforts in 
expanding the outreach of communication tools, such as an email list, while at the same time, and 
in cooperation with MEPs Reintke/Lunacek, a project proposal was developed for a gathering of 
the network in June next year, in connection with the Baltic pride in Lithuania. Since one of the 
strategic decisions was to raise visibility of Greens within Prides, we produced printed 
promotional material. 	
 
Local Councillors Network - Green Cities Conference in Helsinki  
 
“Green Cities” was targeted as an EGP priority topic for the year 2015.  
 
We are convinced that municipalities play a vital role in the necessary green transition that we are 
all fighting for. In many cases they have been and will be a major engine of change. This concerns 
different dimensions of Green policy making: from climate and energy policy, mobility city 
development, housing and social cohesion, to the economic and cultural dimensions of green 
transformation. 
 
For years the Green Councillors Network has been working to promote and coordinate these 
efforts. We aimed to give their work new emphasis in 2015.  
 
At the local level Greens are often stronger than they might be in the national context; at the 
local level grassroots movements spring up and push forward innovative concepts and practices; at 
the local level different policy areas overlap and intersect offering particular opportunities for 
innovative and creative green solutions; at the local level good governance and popular democracy 
with an active role for citizens have particularly great potential. 
This is why focusing on green cities can help strengthen the green family all over Europe. 
 
Thus, following our political priorities for 2015, the Green Cities Conference was co-organised by 
the European Green Party, the Greens/EFA in the European Parliament, the Green European 
Foundation, the Heinrich Boll Foundation and Visio on 25-26 September, 2015, and hosted by our 
member party Vihreät - De Gröna in Helsinki.  
 
Among the main goals of the conference were to: 

§ Strengthen local green politicians by demonstrating by example that we, the greens, 
deliver when participating in realpolitik (best practice sharing).  

 

§ Address the main challenges that greens currently face at the local level (topics of plenary 
and working group sessions). 
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§ Offer a platform for networking and sharing experiences among green actors on the local 
level.  

 
We believe all goals were successfully achieved. 
Based on the Working Group method, the organization of the Conference has proven to:  

§ Deliver a balanced program based on the input from the WG  

§ Cover the majority of the current challenges that local representatives face on a daily 
basis.  

§ The program was both beneficial to the participants and interesting to the speakers  

§ Green local experts / elected representatives from 22 European countries were invited as 
speakers.  

 
The Conference was organized in cooperation with the Finnish Green Party, which was great 
during all the preparations and the Conference itself:  

• 90 participants from Finland took part in the Conference, including about 30 volunteers 
and staff members.  

• Excursions organised by the Finnish Greens were highly appreciated by the participants. 
Most of them wished to visit more then one excursion.  

• The participants also appreciated the after-party organised in the party office of the 
Finnish Greens as they could get to know the hosting party closer.  

 
Participation: 

• 253 participants from 34 countries, including 60 speakers and moderators from 22 
countries took part in the Conference! (See participants list attached).  

 

• All presentations from the Conference have been uploaded online.  
 

• We are planning to produce a report from the conference based on the minutes and the 
presentations.  

 
 

EGP Campaign - The COP 21 Climate Campaign 
 

The EGP Council in Istanbul in November 2014 adopted a proposal by the EGP Committee to 
develop and run a common climate campaign in the run-up to the COP21 in Paris (30 November 
– 11 December 2015). This marked the beginning of a one-year process during which the 
campaign was developed and executed. The campaign was officially launched in early June 2015. 
 
The EGP ran the campaign on climate change together with our Member Parties and partners 
such as the Greens/EFA Group, FYEG, Global Greens and GEF. The campaign was executed in 
difficult political circumstances, as the political agenda was dominated by major European crises 
(Economic, Euro, refugees etc.), terrorist attacks in Paris and national elections in many big 
countries of the European Union. Together with the Greens/EFA Group, the EGP developed and 
executed a public campaign, offered a range of flexible campaign tools to the Member Parties, 
organised internal and public events, and provided daily reports from the COP21. Although the 
participation of EGP Member Parties in this campaign was slightly below the participation level in 
the 2014 common election campaign, 18 out of 20 Member Parties, which campaigned on climate 
change in 2015, made use of the common campaign material and tools.  
 
The campaign was conducted by a Coordination Group composed of nine members from the EGP 
Committee, Member Parties and the Greens/EFA Group. It held discussions centred around the 
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progress of the development of the campaign (with the agency Super-Fi), activities of Member 
Parties and the cooperation with civil society organizations (e.g. on divestment).  
 
In September, the Group cancelled the contract with the agency due to dissatisfaction with their 
services. Since no other agency was hired, the campaign relied mostly on in-house productions 
(except for a video with Party Leaders commissioned by the EGP), which had a negative impact on 
the professional standard of campaign tools. 
 
Campaigners and Social Media Officers from EGP Member Parties and partners (FYEG, Global 
Greens, GEF) were invited to an one-day campaign kick-off workshop on 26 April 2015 in the 
European Parliament in Brussels. 30 representatives from 22 Member Parties participated in this 
workshop. The programme of the workshop included a presentation of the final campaign and 
ways to customize the tools and material for national purposes, presentations from Member 
Parties on their activity plans on climate change, a presentation on crowdfunding and a speech of 
an external speaker from Climate Outreach and Information Network on best practices in climate 
communications. Other activities like phone conferences were also organized.  
 
A final workshop was planned for the EGP Council in Lyon, but since the programme of the 
Council was cancelled on 14 November due to the terrorist attacks in Paris, the workshop did 
not take place. 
 
 
- CAMPAIGN ACTIVITIES 
 
A campaign toolbox, campaign materials, events, an online campaign and daily reporting from the 
COP were the activities that comprised the campaign.  
 
A central element of the campaign was a toolbox for EGP Member Parties, flexible tools and 
material, which were offered in an open format, so that Member Parties could customise them to 
their individual needs. The campaign was built upon the idea of the #Climatemoment – the 
personal moment when people realise that climate change is happening and take action against it. 
As of September the claim was changed to #Parismoment to build a stronger connection to the 
host city of the COP21. However, when the terrorist attacks happened in Paris on 13 November, 
the claim became inappropriate and was therefore substituted by #Climatemoment again. 
 
For direct distribution to supporters and the Member Parties, the EGP office produced a range of 
campaign material such as the carbon bubble and divestment brochures and merchandise like 
bicycle seat covers, bags, buttons, pens and stickers. 
 
For the duration of the COP21, the EGP had the opportunity to hang a banner (5m x 3,75m) on 
the building of the Belgian trade union for public services at Place de Fontainas in central Brussels. 
 
The Global Divestment Day and the International Divestment Conference, Paris, 1 September: 
Co-organised by the EGP, Greens/EFA in EP and the NGO 350.org, the conference brought 
together several key stakeholders for an in-depth debate, including institutional representatives, 
media outlets, political and financial actors, as well as climate policy experts and activists. The 
participants advocated for the divestment movement by making an appeal to public institutions 
and private investors to divest from fossil fuels LINK. 
 
Summer Schools: organised by Member Parties, served as a good opportunity to present the 
campaign to the grassroots level. The EGP was present with a campaign stand and/or gave a 
workshop at several Green Summer Schools.  
 
Coastal Clean-up day: the EGP supported this transnational event on 19 September with Member 
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Parties from the Baltic Sea region. Parallel events took place in Kiel/Germany, Rostock/Germany, 
Talinn/Estonia and Melnragé/Lithuania.  
 
Event Donors: this was an initiative in cooperation with MEPs from the Greens/EFA Group where 
the MEPs offered to participate in climate events of Member Parties while paying the travel costs 
themselves.  
 
Global Climate March: As the big finale of the climate campaign, the EGP invited one delegation 
from each Member Party to the Global Climate March in Paris, one day ahead of the COP21. A 
“Green Hub” was already rented in Paris to host the green visitors, a transport-sharing platform 
had been added to the website and Greens from different countries were ready to cycle to Paris. 
Eventually the call had to be cancelled, because the French authorities prohibited the 
demonstration for security reasons after the terrorist attacks in Paris. Instead, many Member 
Parties participated in marches in their countries and used the green high-visibility vests, which the 
EGP provided to them. 
 
 
- ONLINE CAMPAIGN 
 
“Climatemoment” Picture Generator:  
The picture generator allowed people to upload their own photo, describe their personal climate 
moment and generate a picture, which could be shared directly on Facebook and Twitter.  This 
tool was available in English, French, German and Spanish on the central campaign website and in 
Dutch on the campaign website of GroenLinks. In total, 1,061 pictures were generated with this 
tool. 

è https://stopclimatechange.net/cop21/en/my-climatemoment.html  
 
“Climatemoment” Interrail: 
In cooperation with FYEG, the EGP selected two young greens to travel 10 days through Europe 
by train (Warsaw-Berlin-Venice-Barcelona-Lisbon-Paris) to visit pioneering projects in the field of 
sustainability, promote the common climate campaign in the different countries and organise local 
events with greens on climate change. The two travellers, Zuzana and Alex, reported from their 
trip with daily videos and blogs, which were viewed by over 6,000 people. 

è https://stopclimatechange.net/cop21/en/our-campaign/tour.html  
 
Video with Party Leaders: 
At the EGP’s Party Leaders Meeting in October, a professional crew filmed the Member Parties’ 
representatives saying “Stop Climate Change” in their mother tongue. The final clip, which build 
upon the “No to Racism” clip of the FIFA, was viewed over 62,000 times. 

è https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGreens/videos/1091079417571812/  
 
#StandUp4Climate Online Demonstration: 
After the Global Climate March in Paris was cancelled, the EGP called on all supporters to send 
their messages to world leaders through this online tool. The online map allowed people to place 
themselves at their home location and add a message on the COP21 to world leaders. The tool 
was set up in cooperation with EELV. 7,580 people joined this virtual march. 

è https://standup4climate.org  
 
Regular Social Media Postings: 
Throughout the whole campaign, the EGP posted campaign content on social media, which 
connected the campaign to other current events (e.g. launch of Pope Francis’ encyclical 2015) or 
featured exclusive campaign media (e.g. Climate Interrail videos). The campaign content belonged 
to the most popular content that the EGP shared on social media in the second half of the year 
2015: From the ten most successful Facebook posts (measured by how many people were 
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organically reached), five posts included campaign content. 
 
Daily Reporting from the COP21: 
The EGP sent a briefing from the COP21 every morning to Member Parties and supporters. The 
daily newsletter gave an overview about the latest developments at the conference and featured 
exclusive videos, op-eds and interviews from green leaders and NGO experts who were present 
at the COP21.  
 
The briefings were read every day by around 1,000 people. A short survey after the COP21 
among these readers showed that the newsletter was useful and much appreciated (98% rated it 
“useful”, 1% “not useful”, 1% “don’t know” – see also appendix). 

è https://europeangreens.eu/cop21 
 
 
4.  Communication 
 
The Media Team 
 
The European Green Party (EGP) communications team was completely renewed in 2015: 
 
Press Officer: Didem Akbaş concluded her cooperation with the EGP in April 2015. She was 
replaced on an interim basis by Antonio La Mantia, who was an intern from February 2015 to 
April 2015 and Zagreb Council Press Officer from April 2015 to June 2015. Stefania Lopedote 
entered as the new Press Officer in August 2015. She was temporarily replaced, for health 
reasons, by Eliana Capretti (Assistant to Co-Chair Monica Frassoni) as Lyon Council Press Officer 
in November 2015. 
 
Social Media Officer: Leigh Pisani entered as the new Social Media Officer in February 2015. 
 
Campaign Assistant / Project Manager for External Communication and Multimedia: Francesco 
Ajena initially volunteered for the EGP, eventually becoming Campaign Assistant from June 2015 
to November 2015, and subsequently Project Manager for External Communication and 
Multimedia in December 2015. 
 
Climate Campaign Manager: Johannes Hillje concluded his cooperation with the EGP in December 
2015, following the end of COP21 and the EGP’s climate campaign. 
  
 
Communication themes 
 
In 2015 the EGP communicated on a variety of different issues. They were disseminated via press 
releases, the website, the social media channels, newsletters, publications and materials. 
 
The main themes of the media work were: 
  

- Topical subjects: COP21 and climate change; the economic crisis; the Greek 
sovereign debt crisis; the humanitarian refugee crisis; the security crisis and terrorism; the 
war in Syria; the conflict in Ukraine; etc. 
 

- Recurring subjects: UN international observances & Global or European 
anniversaries, i.e. Auschwitz Liberation, Fukushima and Chernobyl disasters, etc. 
 

- News from the member parties: the Greens on national / regional / local 
elections; news from the Green family; etc. 
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- EU issues / the activities of the Greens in the European Parliament: i.e. 
on the LuxLeaks scandal; the Energy Union; the circular economy; TTIP; etc. 

 
- EGP campaigns / core topics: i.e. climate change; divestment; recycling of waste; 

GMOs; LGBT and equality rights; etc. 
 

- EGP events: i.e. the Green Cities Conference; etc.  
 
Press Work 
 
In 2015 around 120 web articles were shared on the website and consequently on the social 
media channels throughout the year, while between two and three dozen press releases were 
sent out. The latter have been targeting mainly the Brussels press corps (national and international 
correspondents and European media). During specific events (for example the EGP Councils, or 
the Green Cities Conference in Helsinki) national and local media were also targeted.  
 
The number of contacts on the EGP press network and media list sharply increased (around 
+40%) in the last month of 2015, having as a consequence also more stable and frequent contacts 
with the European press and the national correspondents in Brussels. In 2015 the “European 
Green Party” has been referenced around 60 times in publications, blogs and articles (data 
collected through the Factiva press clipping database). With regard to the website, with 74.014 
website visits in 2015, its performance was also very satisfying. 
 
 
Social Media 
 
The number of followers on the European Green Party (EGP) social media channels grew 
significantly throughout 2015. It increased by 3.890 followers on Facebook, and by 4.400 followers 
on Twitter. 
 
The EGP social media accounts were extremely active throughout 2015, covering a wide range of 
Green topics. 500 posts were published on the EGP’s Facebook page, which reached over 7 
million people.  Likewise, 791 tweets were published on the EGP’s Twitter account, with almost 2 
million impressions.  
 
Our audience was heavily engaged in the content we published. Facebook registered a large 
amount of likes (145.894), comments (8.831), shares (13.600) and clicks (325.870). We also 
received 118 private messages on Facebook. Similarly, Twitter registered a large amount of likes 
(2.948), mentions (3.482), retweets (4.882), link clicks (3.404) and replies (562). We also received 
5 private messages on Twitter. This huge engagement shows that people were very much 
interested in our communications and politics, and wanted to interact with us. 
 
Due to COP21 and our climate campaign, global warming was the major focus for social media 
activities in 2015, with approximately half the content devoted to it. 
 
We also created 5 separate event pages on Facebook in 2015, for events like our council meetings 
(Zagreb and Lyon) or international conferences (e.g. Paris Divestment Conference and Helsinki 
Green Cities Conference). 
 
Social media posts drove over 30% of the traffic to the EGP’s website in 2015. 
 
This report focuses on Facebook and Twitter because they are our main social media platforms. 
We also publish content on Instagram, YouTube and Linkedin, among others.  
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Newsletters 
 
In 2015 the Newsletter was sent once per month until April, but stopped for a period of 7 
months until re-starting in November. From January 2016, we started sending it twice per month, 
with a good performance on opening rate (25%).  
 
In 2015, there were 4.926 recipients. The newsletter generates a good part of the traffic on the 
website, with an average of 257 clicks on articles on our website for each newsletter sent.  
  
 
Publications 

 
The publications issued in 2015 were:  

1. A handy guide to divesting from fossil fuels 
2. The Carbon Bubble: The financial risk of fossil fuels and a need for divestment 
3. TTIP: Please do Disturb 

 
The goal of publications is to report our positions and analysis in printed versions. Usually 
employed to support Member Parties, the Greens in the European Parliament and EGP events on 
those subjects. Member Parties and Greens/EFA MEPs regularly receive copies by mail when they 
request them, or after accepting a proposal from our side when we know they are involved in an 
event concerning one of these subjects. 
 
All publications are printed in at least five languages: English, French, German, Spanish and Italian. 
 
Material 

 
Gadgets and branding material are used to enhance our visibility during events and to support 
Member Parties’ actions. Member Parties regularly receive gadgets by mail when they request 
them, or after accepting a proposal from our side when we know they are going to hold 
conferences or congresses. Last year they were mostly used to promote the climate campaign. 
 
 
5. Membership relations 
 
Further, we have kept up relations with our member parties and made visits to the party boards 
and conferences of Green parties in many countries. Fact-finding missions were carried out. Such 
visits are helpful for getting a better understanding of each party and its political situation, and 
they are helping to form a better understanding of the state of play of Green parties in general.  
 
Presence of the European Greens at the Member parties’ Congresses, Councils, Strategic 
seminars, etc gives us great opportunity to meet the new leadership and to establish immediate 
connections, to hear open debates and provide European representation and contribution. In 
2015 we have been invited to many such congresses but due to limited time resources we could 
visit only a few: Czech, UK, Norway, Germany, Denmark, Italy, etc.  
 
Also, EGP took part in several missions, jointly with national or European delegations and visited 
Greece and Turkey, as these countries were in the spotlight due to the surging refugee crisis. Of 
course, with every event that we organise in cooperation with our Member parties, we use the 
opportunity to have more structured dialogue, meetings and exchanges to raise the level of 
knowledge, understanding and cooperation with and within EGP: Italy, Finland, France, Belgium, 
Switzerland.  
 
Finally, we have organised 4 Fact Finding missions. The first one was organised in March, to 
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Lithuania in view of the application procedure of the Lithuanian Green Party. In the following 
months we organised another FFM to Hungary, preceded by a scouting mission in early March 
and initiated by application aspirations of PM (Párbeszéd Magyarországért) but also due to the 
turbulent political situation with rising right-wing extremism, media censorship, austerity, etc. 
After the elections in Greece a FFM was organised in order to get better introduced to the new 
political landscape, to consult with the Green party which went into coalition with Syriza and 
discuss topics such as refugee crisis, economic and fiscal reform, etc. Finally a FFM was organised 
end of August to Macedonia, following the final phase of the membership application of DOM 
(Democratic renewal do Macedonia). Both of these FFMs include various meetings with 
representatives of civil society organisations, journalists, academics and different political parties, 
all playing an active role in the current political landscape of mentioned countries. 
 
 
Membership state of play 

In November 2015, at the Lyon Council, our Macedonian partner DOM became a candidate 
member. In Lyon the Council delegates also took note of the withdrawal of the Hungarian party 
Zöld Baloldal.  
 
Next, for the review of the members that applied for a new membership category, the 
Committee decided to look into the situation of the Italian Greens (EGP member Federazione dei 
Verdi and Green Italia), the situation in Hungary, and also at Lithuania.  
 
At the end of 2015, the EGP consisted of 39 full members from 34 countries, four candidate 
members and three associate members. 
 
Membership fees and reimbursement rules 
 

After the EU elections 2014, the Committee installed a Financial Working Group to prepare 
decisions on future membership fees for the period 2015 – 2019 and to revise the reimbursement 
rules. The Committee proposed a change of the Reimbursement Rules, adding the principle of 
own contributions for those member parties that benefit from reimbursement. An increase of the 
membership fees was also adopted in the Spring Council 2015.  
 
Party Leader Meetings  
 

Party Leaders of the member parties were invited to a Green Party Leaders meeting in Brussels in 
March and September. This meeting aimed at starting the decision-making process for the 
European Green Party Spring and Autumn Councils, considering that the Green Party Leaders are 
crucial. 
 
On average, 27 member parties were present at these meetings, with an average of 21 party 
leaders, vice-chairs or Secretary Generals among the participants. 
 
 
6. Partners 
 
Green Group in the European Parliament 
 

The Committee sought to build up strong working relations with the newly elected Group. The 
Group designated two of its members to liaise with the EGP: Ska Keller and Peter Erikson.  
 
Meetings between the co-chairs of EGP and co-presidents of the Group were established as well 
as a regular format for meetings between the Group’s bureau and the EGP Committee. Next to 
this, there is an intense, ongoing routine of daily exchanges between staff of the Group and of the 
EGP. 
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Global Greens 
 

The Autumn Council 2014 adopted the Committee’s proposal to celebrate the 5th EGP Congress 
together with the 4th Global Greens Congress in spring 2017.  
 
Preparatory steps had been undertaken in view of the preparation of this huge upcoming task.  
 
Adoption of the hosting European Partner was taken in the Spring 2015 Council and the GPEW 
was considered the best option to host “The Joint Global and European Greens Congresses”.  
 
Currently, a venue has been chosen in Liverpool, a Steering Committee has been created and a 
Memorandum of Understanding is in the process of being finalized. The budget for the event is 
being put together.  
 
 
FYEG 
 

We continue to work in cooperation with our youth partner. We appreciate the intense level of 
activities they manage to organise with relatively few resources.  The Committee intends to 
continue efforts for youth participation and keep this as a high political priority for the next year. 
 
 
Green European Foundation 
 

For much of our research, political analysis and information platforms we rely on the excellent 
work of our partner GEF. We appreciate our strong cooperation in full respect of each other’s 
different roles and responsibilities.  
 
 
7. Organisation 
 
Revision of the Regulation on the Recognition and Financing of European Political Parties and 
Foundations. 
 

 
At the end of 2014, the EU Commission finally adopted the rules for the recognition and financing 
of European political parties – a process that had started with the famous Giannaku-Report in 
2011/2012.  
 
The new rules (1141/2014, repealing the Regulation 2004/2003) will first be applied for the 2018 
grant application procedure. All European parties will have to apply for formal recognition in 
2017. Main changes under the new rules are the ‘independent authority’ responsible for the 
registration and deregistration of European political parties and foundations; a public register of all 
recognized European political parties and foundations; revised recognition rules (a European 
political party has to have at least one MEP in order to receive EP funding) and the introduction of 
sanctions in case of non-compliance with the regulations. 
 
In order to register as a European party under the new directive, the EGP will have to slightly 
adjust its statutes in 2016.  
 
 
Brussels, April 2016  
Mar Garcia Sanz 
EGP Secretary General 


